
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ______________ to follow in his footsteps.1. (like)should like

________________ the tiny fragment to my friend?2. (I/show/?)Should I show

I assured her that I _____________________ to my husband (the word
seemed to weigh on my respiration), that I had seen her, or his child.
3.

(not/mention)

should not mention

I _______________ he was a nice fellow.4. (think)should think

The girls lamented loudly over their lost hopes, and the sons declared that
their father ____________________ to this terrible castle, and began to
make plans for killing the beast if it ______________ to fetch him.

5.

(not/return) (come)

should not return
should come

We ______________ a most tremendous row.6. (have)should have

I ____________________ by reason of hers.7. (past/rise)should have risen

It was not likely that he __________________.8. (hesitate)should hesitate

If I did not cheerfully acquiesce in this sentiment towards myself on the part
of others, I __________________ at liberty to indulge my own aversions.
9.

(not/feel)
should not feel

_______________________ with him?10. (why/I/not/walk/?)Why shouldn't I walk

I ____________ mad if I did n't.11. (go)should go

The writer of fiction _________________ the point.12. (realize)should realize

I __________________ them to be without me anywhere else.13. (not/like)should not like

His heritage ________________ his curse.14. (not/be)should not be

I _____________________ you-but tell me that.15. (not/believe)should not believe

A man like you _________________.16. (not/ask)should not ask
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And the magician had taken care that the child ________________
hungry, and that she ______________ as many books as she could read.
17.

(not/be) (have)

should not be
should have

But _______________________ to represent him?18. (whom/he/trust/?)whom should he trust

I think, if an image spoke to us in our own tones, we
__________________ them in the least.
19.

(not/know)should not know

I expect you've taken a chill-it's liver, I ___________________.20.
(not/wonder)

shouldn't wonder
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